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01 June
Anyone looking at the direction of Europe’s benchmark stock 
averages last month could get the impression investors are untroubled 
by the situation in Greece.

A Malaysian poker player’s refusal to fold to the U.S. government’s 
charges that he ran an illegal World Cup gambling ring in Las Vegas 
let him walk away free, with his luxury jet in his possession.

The Philippine central bank’s plan to auction term deposits is coming 
at the worst possible time for a government reeling from surprisingly 
bad economic growth data.

Etihad Airways PJSC, one of three Persian Gulf airlines accused 
by U.S. carriers of flooding the skies with unfairly subsidized flights 
formally denied the allegation, saying the U.S. rivals are trying to stifle 
competition that has greatly benefited consumers.

02 June
The dollar’s rally halted as weak data clouded the outlook for the 
Federal Reserve to raise interest rates this year, while speculation that 
Greece can reach a funding deal pressured the greenback against 
the euro.

South Africa’s Reserve Bank said a moderate tightening in monetary 
policy will help it keep inflation under control without causing too 
much harm to economic growth.

President Barack Obama is putting new pressure on reluctant 
lawmakers in the U.S. House to win final passage of fast-track trade 
authority.

Bond investors aren’t as worried about India’s inflation as central bank 
Governor Raghuram Rajan.

04 June
Vodafone Group Plc and Liberty Global Plc are discussing a range 
of potential transactions, including an outright merger, amid 
consolidation in the telecommunications industry, people with 
knowledge of the matter said.

Hydraulic fracturing has contaminated some drinking water sources 
but the damage is not widespread, according to a landmark U.S. 
study of water pollution risks that has supporters of the drilling method 
declaring victory and foes saying it revealed reason for concern.

HSBC Holdings Plc is poised to announce deeper cuts at its investment 
bank as part of a plan to revive profitability that Chief Executive 
Officer Stuart Gulliver will present next week.

India is gearing up for a deficient monsoon for a second year, signaling 
record food imports, efforts to cushion farmers and contingencies for 
lower hydroelectricity.

05 June
To end years of missed targets and underperformance, Deutsche 
Bank AG is turning to a British takeover specialist who helped reshape 
two of the world’s biggest banks.

The hackers who stole personal data on 4 million government 
employees from the U.S. Office of Personnel Management sneaked 
past a sophisticated counter-hacking system called Einstein 3, a 
highly-touted, multimillion-dollar and mostly secret technology that’s 
been years in the making.

Gottex Fund Management Holdings, an asset manager that oversees 
$8.5 billion, has started a long-only fund that will give European 
individual investors access to yuan-denominated shares in China.

Singaporean bank stocks are priced near the cheapest valuations 
in 16 months as the city’s borrowing costs and loan volumes drop, 
presenting an opportunity to investors betting on a U.S. interest-rate 
hike this year.

03 June
The global bond market selloff has erased all of this year’s gains as 
historic market moves from Germany to the U.S. and Japan whipsaw 
traders.

Short-term sovereign debt has provided a haven for bond investors 
as longer-term securities endure a global selloff on signs of European 
economic growth and rising volatility.

Japanese stocks rose, heading for the first gain in three days, as signs 
Greece will reach a deal with its creditors saw the euro gain against 
the yen, boosting the outlook for earnings at exporters.

Global natural gas use will rise at a slower pace than previously 
forecast amid lower-than-expected growth in Asian demand, said the 
International Energy Agency, cutting its outlook for a third consecutive 
year.
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